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It has been well documented that structural changes in the capi
talist world system during the second half of the nineteenth century
generated profound consequences for peripheral economies such as
those in Latin America and Africa. Improvements in transportation and
the increasing demand for tropical consumer goods in the industrializ
ing countries caused unprecedented growth in the production of tropi
cal export crops and a consequent international movement of agricul
tural commodities. This widespread emergence of export agriculture for
Western European and North American markets is the one reason why
researchers can still employ a broad concept like the "Third World" to
divergent economies and cultures in Latin America, Africa, and Asia.
Production of such crops as cotton, cocoa, tobacco, and coffee, which
had previously been grown in many regions on a limited scale, ex
panded enormously in the second half of the nineteenth century. 1 The
global character of these agrarian changes, however, should not ob
scure their regional peculiarities. Export agriculture (whether peasant
or plantation-based) arose within existing systems of social and eco
nomic relations, which had a decisive influence on the final outcome of
this process of change.

Local influences are particularly clear in the case of the Domini
can Republic, where diverse and complicated developments occurred in
the export agricultural sector. Looking back from a twentieth-century
vantage point, many scholars have viewed the large sugarcane planta
tions in the southeastern part of the country as the dominant element
in the Dominican economy. But at the end of the nineteenth century,
two different types of export agriculture existed. In the Cibao, the
northern valley of the country, a decentralized peasant society evolved

"This article is based on research in the Dominican Republic made possible by the gener
ous support of the Centro de Estudios y Documentaci6n Latinoamericana (CEDLA) in
Amsterdam.
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whose products were exported by a class of urban merchants. After a
slump in tobacco prices in 1873, a shift to cocoa production occurred,
but peasant production remained the base of Cibao society. An entirely
different, plantation-based agriculture arose in the south that was char
acterized by a process of concentrating and monopolizing resources.

These two patterns of export agriculture not only influenced
each other's development but also affected other regions. It is this inter
connected process of agricultural change that will be analyzed in this
article.

THE CIBAO: FROM TOBACCO TO COCOA

Following the expulsion of the Spanish colonial rulers, a Haitian
interim government took power from 1822 until 1844 in the eastern part
of the island of Hispaniola, the area that was to become the Dominican
Republic. During this period, simple commodity production regener
ated in the Cibao as thousands of small freeholders cultivated tobacco.
At first the tobacco was sold in the recently opened Haitian market in
the form of crude cigars and andullos (pressed tobacco rollsj.? By the
end of the Haitian period, however, German ships had begun to trans
port cargoes of raw tobacco to the Hanseatic ports of Hamburg and
Bremen." Tobacco farming spread throughout the fertile valley. Peasant
families lived scattered throughout the countryside and were largely
self-sustaining. Because the Dominican Republic was sparsely popu
lated and large landholding was virtually nonexistent in the Cibao,
every producer could utilize as much land as needed.

Tobacco was grown in a rather unsophisticated way. Land was
cleared by slash-and-burn techniques. No seed selection was per
formed, and tobacco leaves were dried and fermented in the open. All
labor was supplied by family members, with much of the peasant fami
ly's energy being devoted to cultivating food crops. Whenever more
labor was needed than a family could provide, the peasants resorted to
a system of mutual cooperation, the junta gratuita or junta de oecinos:"
During the first half of the nineteenth century, the demand for tobacco
in the European market was substantial. Because Dominican tobacco
was considered to be of excellent quality." German merchants settled in
the Cibao as soon as the political situation permitted, in the 1840s. They
acted as buyers, brokers, and importers and also supplied money to the
tobacco growers. Other mercantile houses ran their businesses from the
Danish free port of St. Thomas." Overall, merchants from Hamburg
and Bremen bought about 90 percent of Dominican tobacco in the nine
teenth century." Between 1844 and 1860, fourteen of the sixteen export
ing houses in Puerto Plata (the principal port of export) were foreign."

The period between 1844 and 1861 was a time of considerable
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economic activity in the Cibao. All tobacco was transported to Santiago,
the center of the Cibao tobacco market. There it was classified and han
dled before being sent to Puerto Plata, where most of the foreign mer
cantile houses traded. A class of native merchants also developed. The
commercial sector in Santiago consisted of two segments. At the top
were the large-scale merchants who were influential in regional politics,
predominant in economic affairs, and relatively wealthy. This stratum
could be called a commercial bourgeoisie. Lower in the hierarchy, but
greater in number, were the smaller city merchants, the especuladores,
who possessed only minor capital and usually received advances from
the export houses."

Dominican tobacco passed through many hands before reaching
Puerto Plata, partly as a result of primitive transportation. As late as
1870, no roads existed that were fit for carriages (caminos carreteras) nor
any bridges to speak of. Goods and passengers were transported by
horse or mule, and river transport was confined to lanchas (canoes).
Until the 1880s, all transportation from Santiago to Puerto Plata was
carried out by recuas (herds of some twenty pack animals), each animal
carrying two serones (sixty-kilogram bags). It was a slow and risky enter
prise: between 1870 and 1884, more than fifteen hundred animals per
ished en route.l" Because of the perils involved, the recueros developed
into an identifiable occupation with a widely respected code of
honesty. 11

Between 1882 and 188~ the Samaria-Santiago railroad was con
structed, providing the first improvement in transportation in the Cibao
area. 12 Santiago had to wait until 1897 for a railroad connecting it to
Puerto Plata.

Still another reason existed for the mercantile class's failure to
obtain effective control over tobacco production and supply: the decen
tralized structure of tobacco cultivation made it impossible to establish
direct relations with every producer. The supply of tobacco depended
on a highly diversified and disorganized network of middlemen called
corredores. These local strongmen could exercise some degree of control
over the peasants because they were the only source of credit. Pedro
Bono described the logic of this commerce:

[The peasant] sows the tobacco and offers to sell it to a shopkeeper, if the latter
will give him what he and his family need. The shopkeeper does not have the
means to do so because the revolutions have devoured his savings. But he
recognizes good business and runs to the foreign merchant, whom he asks for
an advance. The merchant, who already knows that the peasant has sown the
tobacco and that it will only take four months for the tobacco to be dried and
packed, gives the money to the shopkeeper with interest. The shopkeeper
passes it on with more interest to the peasant, who is now able to look after
himself and his family.13
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In the second half of the 1870s, the tobacco world market became
oversupplied with the enormously increased production of Brazilian
and Dutch East Indian (Deli) tobacco. Falling tobacco prices were exac
erbated by an economic recession between 1883 and 1896. The price of
Dominican tobacco per quintal (forty-six kilograms) fell from between
fourteen and twenty Dominican pesos in 1849 to nine pesos in 1872 and
to four pesos in the 1880s.14 The merchant class did its best to shift the
burden of low prices to the producers. The newspapers were filled with
complaints about the poor quality of the tobacco and the incompetence
of Dominican peasants, an ideal pretext for keeping the prices as low as
possible. Tobacco prices fell so low that it became common knowledge
that tobacco cultivation was no longer remunerative: "The price . . . of
Dominican tobacco is so low that, considering the costs of packing,
transporting, etc., very little or nothing remains for the producers.r '"
Moreover, merchants took charge of activities formerly performed by
the producers, such as classifying and packing the tobacco. This shift
represented an important step toward increased specialization in the
tobacco sector and more effective control by the merchants. It also cre
ated a demand for the seasonal wage labor of hundreds of women to
work for the merchants at low wages. 16

Merchants also suffered from the economic recession. Profit mar
gins went down, and the tobacco remained unsold on the wharf. But
although several merchants were already bankrupt in the 1870s, the
mercantile sector was hardest hit in the early 1880s. The number of
commercial houses in Santiago decreased from twenty-five in 1879 to
six in 1884.17 A newspaper article observed in 1882, "Three years ago
the commercial sector in Santiago was embellished by twenty-five com
mercial establishments, which are closed today: a bitter contrast with
yesterday.r '" The resentment of the Dominican merchants against the
"disastrous monopoly of Hamburg, which has reduced our commerce
to povertyr '" grew stronger and stronger: "The German buyer abuses
and reaps excessive benefit from the precarious situation of our ex
ploited commerce. In order to fulfill its credit obligations and other
compromises, it is obliged to accept the sales and auctions of that privi
leged group, who have long been increasing their millions, mainly at
the cost of the Dominican producer.v/"

Some merchants and government officials tried to find alternate
markets for tobacco, but protective duties elsewhere stymied these at
tempts." Other solutions were consequently sought. Attempts to pro
mote coffee and cotton cultivation failed, but cocoa cultivation in the
eastern part of the Cibao provided an alternative to the unprofitable
tobacco sector. The mercantile class, dependent as it was on import
export trade, desperately needed another export crop. It is therefore
not surprising that merchants as well as officials played active roles in
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introducing and distributing cocoa seeds and in stimulating cocoa culti
vation in general.

The Ignacio Gonzalez government (1873-1874) exemplified the
active approach toward the agricultural sector. 22 One of its first mea
sures was to offer military exemption to any peasant who grew more
than five thousand coffee or cocoa trees. Governors and merchants
were simultaneously distributing seeds, printing leaflets, and giving
technical advice. 23 All these efforts sought to create a new export sector
that would maintain commercial activity and secure the inflow of cur
rency and imports into the region. Government action was not suffi
cient, however. Only when merchants realized the importance of these
efforts did real changes occur: "No one paid any attention to this im
portant export item [cocoa] until the middle of 1878, because no one
drank it in this city. Then Casimiro de Moya started to buy it at a high
price in order to encourage the inhabitants. He did not earn much but
still managed to export around sixty quintales. In 1879, despite the fact
that several merchants were now buying cocoa, he exported more than
two hundred quintales, and only God knows the results this year.,,24
Garcia Godoy wrote in 1887 from La Vega, "People come flocking from
all over, wanting to settle here, convinced of the brilliant future of the
region.,,25

Cocoa production increased rapidly in the 1880s. By 1888, an
estimated five million trees had been planted.r" Production soared to
more than half a million kilograms in 1888 and three to five million
around the tum of the century.V Along with urban employment and
the temporary railroad works, the cocoa sector created a regular de
mand for wage labor in the Cibao countryside. To a certain extent, the
capitalist character of cocoa production resulted from the agronomic
characteristics of the crop. A perennial, the cocoa tree takes four to five
years to start producing. This time frame required producers to adopt a
mentality geared toward long-term planning and investing. Toward the
close of the century, some large-scale plantations were founded, most
by foreigners. The best-known was La Evolucion in Sabana de la Mar,
south of Samaria Bay. Founded in 1888 by the French firm Montandon,
Descombes, and Company, it contained one hundred thousand trees
tended by German immigrant labor. 28

But in general, cocoa became a Dominican-owned sector." Pro
duction was overseen by peasant families or Dominican capitalists who
had accumulated their money in the tobacco trade. Dominican enter
prises also played a major role in the cocoa trade, which gave the Cibao
commercial bourgeoisie the opportunity to consolidate and increase its
strength. The De Moya, Grullon, Guzman, and Garcia family names
became well known during this period and still are.
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SUGARCANE PRODUCTION IN THE SOUTH

The southern part of the Dominican Republic experienced the
most dramatic economic changes in the last decades of the nineteenth
century. Under colonial rule, the southern region (the site of Santo Do
mingo, the capital) had been the home of the Spanish estates. These
estates were the basis of the nineteenth-century economic structure
characterized by large landholdings. The labor required for cattle rais
ing and woodcutting was provided by semiservile tenantsr'" In the
coastal regions around Bani and Azua, peasant families grew some su
garcane, partly as a food crop (in difficult times, it served as "el pan de
los pobres":") and whenever possible as an export crop. At this stage,
sugar production was carried out solely by peasant family labor. Tra
piches (wooden mills) pulled by draft oxen were used to crush the sugar
cane, mills with iron rolls being scarce. In 1871, between one and two
hundred of these mills were reported in Azua and another hundred in
Bani.32 These mills, plus those in the district of Santo Domingo,
processed all sugar produced before the 1870s. Exact production figures
are not available, but in 1870, sugar exported from the port of Santo
Domingo totaled 1,306,147 pounds.P and 1871 exports from Azua ex
ceeded 1,500,000 pounds.i'" Thus sugar exported from the southern
provinces totaled no less than three million pounds.

The simple methods used to cultivate and process sugarcane re
quired the labor of many peasant families. Visitors spoke admiringly of
the vitality of this agricultural sector.:" Sugar commerce, however, was
almost completely dominated by foreign merchants operating from out
side the Republic, mainly from Curacao. They bought the sugar, trans
ported it to Curacao, and reexported it from there.i" Consequently, the
traditional Dominican sugar sector did not produce a strong native
commercial class.

The last quarter of the nineteenth century brought many
changes. Increased competition for tropical commodities among indus
trializing countries made controlling their production more attractive.
In the Dominican Republic, this goal meant fostering sugar plantations
that were mostly financed by Cuban and U.S. capital.

Certain developments during this period also stimulated sugar
production. First, a series of "modernizing" governments stimulated
capital investment and offered tax exemptions and other advantages to
new enterprises. This trend started under the Gonzalez government
(1873-1874) and culminated under Ulises Heureaux (1883-1899). Politi
cal stability under the long Heureaux dictatorship guaranteed internal
peace by means of a strong military apparatus. Second, thousands of
Cubans emigrated during the Ten Years' War in Cuba (1868-1878),
bringing much capital, entrepreneurship, and know-how into the coun-
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try. Third, Cuban competition was temporarily absent during the Ten
Years' War, and the British West Indies suffered a structural crisis in its
sugar industry due to soil exhaustion and loss of the political support of
the British "sugar interests." Fourth, sugar prices on the world market
remained high until 1883. Fifth, improvements were achieved in na
tional and international transportation.

In a technologically backward economy, each humble technologi
cal innovation is viewed as world-shaking modernization. The reaction
to the first stages of modern sugar production in the Dominican Repub
lic proved no exception to this rule. The technology introduced in the
1870s was still primitive but was heralded as the coming of modern
times. The Gaceta de Santo Domingo published a series of articles in the
summer of 1877 entitled "En la elaboraci6n del azucar esta la salvaci6n
del pais."3? Expectations ran high, especially among the weak commer
cial and entrepreneurial classes in the southern towns. They hoped that
the new sector would provide them with a power base for supplanting
the old landowning establishment.

Not surprisingly, the first more capital-intensive attempts to cul
tivate sugarcane occurred in the north, then the economic heartland of
the country. In 1872 a Cuban immigrant named Carlos Loynaz founded
two ingenios, San Marcos and La Isabel, a few miles from Puerto Plata.i"
Although these plantations did not use steam power, they opened pros
pects for a new age. The enterprise was financed by Cuban and U.S.
capital and had an office in New York. Land was purchased, bridges
constructed, and capital invested in housing and tools. Local cultivators
were encouraged to grow sugarcane, which could then be crushed and
processed on the two ingenios. The enterprise was organized according
to the Cuban central system. Dominican peasants accepted the obliga
tion of delivering sugarcane to the ingenios under a contract stipulating
the conditlons" For a short while, the enterprise became an example
used by opinion makers to lament Dominican lack of initiative and fore
sight. EI Porvenir editorialized, "Mackerel, tobacco, wood, and salt can
not be the only items in our commerce; sooner or later we have to break
the monotony that we have accepted until now." The newspaper de
voted the rest of its lead article to Loynaz, who acquired a saintly im
age. 40 He was eulogized for daring to invest his capital and for breaking
with the "odious practice of cent after cent." Although Loynaz went
bankrupt within two years, his example was ultimately followed-not
in the Cibao but in the "empty" lowlands of the southeast.

Starting the modern sugar industry in the Dominican Republic is
generally attributed to Cuban entrepreneur Joaquin Delgado. With the
help of Rafael Martin, he converted his ingenio, La Esperanza, into the
first steam-powered sugar plantation in 1874.41 He started by planting
six Cuban caballerias (thirty-three acres each) four miles from the capital.
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By 1879 he had planted ten caballerias. The plantation used the most
modern technology of the time, but its steam power was what im
pressed contemporaries most. The amount of capital needed to launch
this kind of enterprise was evident from its 1879 selling price of
$150,000.42

After 1874 the sugar sector expanded dramatically. New ingenios
sprang up everywhere, and the air was full of what Antonio Lluberes
has aptly called "the sugar dream."43 Between 1875 and 1882, thirty
sugar haciendas were founded in the Dominican Republic, all but three
in the south.Y' The center of the new sugar industry was located east of
the capital and had few links with the traditional peasant sector. Estab
lished in a region with no history of sugarcane cultivation, it repre
sented a new sector of capitalist commodity production.

The peasants who produced sugarcane initially prospered in the
shadow of the sugar boom. Demand for sugar and expanding opportu
nities for commercialization stimulated increased production. Many
peasants continued to crush sugarcane on small ox-drawn trapiches. In
1883, just before the sugar crisis, Azua had more than three-hundred
wooden or iron trapiches.P

Some peasants attached themselves to sugar haciendas as colo
nos. Many plantation owners were eager to establish such contacts be
cause their main concern was securing enough sugarcane to feed their
expensive steam mills. Loynaz had already started a system in which
producers received free land and an advance in exchange for delivering
a fixed amount of cane. Especially after the sugar crisis of 1883, when
the scarcity of wage labor worried planters, this system was perfected
and became the basis of huge centrales.Y'

In the long run, however, the modern sugar industry meant the
ruin of traditional sugarcane cultivation.Y After the sugar crisis, small
scale production was no longer remunerative, and large haciendas
claimed most of the land and other means of production.Y Some small
farmers were incorporated into the sugarcane sector and stopped pro
ducing. Those who did not want to work on the ingenios were pushed
westward.t" where many started raising cattle for the Haitian market.
But the small producers were not the only ones hit by plunging sugar
prices during the world-market sugar crisis in 1883. The newly fostered
sugar plantations in the Dominican Republic were equally affected.
Loynaz had already gone under because of erroneous calculations, and
now many other entrepreneurs discovered that they also had been too
optimistic. Interest due remained fixed, but incomes decreased dra
matically. Almost all the haciendas were in trouble. Many failed to
make any new investments, and at least thirteen of them went bank
rupt. 50 Some enterprises managed to avoid this fate by merging with
companies that possessed sufficient capital. During this period, J. B.
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Vicini made his immense fortune in sugar by cheaply buying or acquir
ing dominant interest in several haciendas. Other Dominican owners
sold their estates to U.S. companies.

Only in the 1890s did the sugar sector regain its impetus. By that
time, however, it had been modified by several factors: U.S. interests
had become dominant, management was more efficient than ever, and
the size of land holdings had increased considerably. Since that time,
the southern part of the Dominican Republic has become completely
subjugated to the interests of foreign plantation owners and the whims
of the New York sugar market.I"

During the sugarcane harvest, which lasted nearly half a year,
many men were needed to do the heavy work of cane cutting. This
intense demand for labor in the sugarcane sector had profound conse
quences on Dominican society. In 1884 the industry employed approxi
mately six thousand men, five hundred of whom were foreigners. 52

According to J. R. Abad, small peasants from all parts of the Republic
flocked to the sugar ingenios in great numbers seeking employment. 53

The work force in sugarcane totaled seven thousand, including an esti
mated one thousand small producers. This figure implies that more
than thirty thousand persons had become dependent on sugar produc
tion, a sizable number, considering the low population of the Domini
can Republic at the time.

Migration to the sugar plantations affected the Dominican
economy in two ways. First, it depopulated the western regions and
occasioned their economic stagnation. 54 In 1883 in Azua (which then
comprised the entire southwestern part of the country), the governor
demanded an end to "the emigration of the rural population to other
regions, where they hope to earn a salary as day laborers on the sugar
haciendas, to the detriment of their own plots, which they completely
abandon.T'' In 1886 the governor reported that the absence of any real
protection for the agrarian producers and dwindling population had
caused the turn toward cattle raising. 56 In 1887 depreciation of the na
tional crops in international markets was blamed for una miseria irresist
ible in the province.Y As a result, the hitherto flourishing province was
drawn more and more toward the Haitian market. Some complained
that Azua had become the "slave" of Haiti; others claimed that when
the inhabitants of Azua spoke of the capital, they meant Port-au
Prince. 58 Similar trends were also occurring in the Monte Cristi region.
Ultimately, the government became alarmed and tried to stop the fron
tier trade. Fear of losing territory to Haitian neighbors became an on
going concern for various Dominican governments and eventually cul
minated in the slaughter of thirteen thousand Haitians in 1937 by order
of President Rafael Trujillo.59

Second, migration to the sugar plantations had a disastrous ef-
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fect on the food supply. Food production, now in the hands of the
families of sugar workers who stayed behind on the conucos (foodplots),
fell short of the growing demand. This shortfall resulted in high food
prices in the urban areas and frequent shortages of basic foodstuffs. 60

The problem became serious when wages in the sugar sector were no
longer high enough to satisfy the sugar workers' basic needs. Here one
finds an interesting aspect of capitalist penetration of a largely self
sustaining agrarian system. To attract labor for cane cutting, the sugar
industry initially paid relatively high wages. 61 As a result, thousands of
men flocked to the sugar [uicas, rapidly forming a class of wage laborers
who (at least during the zafra season) depended completely on wage
income. Thus a relatively large market for foodstuffs and consumer
goods was suddenly created in a region that hitherto had provisioned
only small urban populations. Just when a substantial portion of the
productive population had been drawn away from the agricultural sec
tor, the demand for foodstuffs rose enormously. The money suddenly
pumped into the small Dominican economy also helps explain the tre
mendous rise in food prices.

In 1877 the newspapers were already complaining about specula
tion and unjustifiable price increases in the south.62 By 1884 peones were
refusing to accept the wages offered by the planters, saying that it was
impossible to live on so little pay.63 Many workers returned to their
villages instead.

The development of the sugar plantations exhibited a basic para
dox. They were founded in semi-empty areas, as far as possible from
peasant economies with dense populations and an established commer
cial class. Once the plantations were producing, however, all their ef
forts were geared toward obtaining a stable and controllable labor force.

The problem with the Dominican sugar plantations was that they
made labor a commodity but could not effectively separate workers
from the means of agricultural production. The unforeseen effects of
this situation did not suit the planters at all. Scarce population and
open land resources forced the planters to pay high wages, higher than
ever because of fierce competition among the ingenios.f" After the
sugar crisis, they no longer were easily able to pay such wages. For
some years, this situation caused an uneasy deadlock and occasional
losses for the plantations. Fincas sometimes could not start the harvest
because they did not have enough workers. When Dominican labor
became too expensive a commodity, the hacendados sought workers in
the British Caribbean colonies. Loynaz, a trendsetter in many respects,
had already brought thirty-one men from one of the British isles in
1871, a group one official described contemptuously as "morenos y mal
vestidos.,,65 In the ensuing years, sugar entrepreneurs began to import
laborers sporadically from abroad. After 1884 the system of indentured
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labor became formally organized, with the complete cooperation of the
authorities. From the 1890s onward, Dominican sugarcane was har
vested by foreign immigrant workers.f" In this same period, U.S. capi
tal began to prevail in the sugar industry, which sealed the fate of the
Dominican sugar sector as a typical enclave economy.

REGIONAL CONTRASTS

The economy in the northern Dominican Republic was originally
based on small-scale tobacco production by peasant families. Although
merchants exercised no strict control over these peasants, the tobacco
trade was an important source of capital accumulation. To some extent,
it accrued to expatriate merchants, but it simultaneously formed the
base of a class of Dominican commercial capitalists. This class became
the dominant economic force in the country in the 1870s and 1880s.
Following the 1873 crisis in the tobacco world market, commercial inter
ests realigned themselves. Many German mercantile houses withdrew
to other markets; and Dominican merchants transferred part of their
capital to the cocoa sector, which had been made viable by the construc
tion of a railroad.Y The center of economic activity shifted from the
Santiago region to the eastern part of the Cibao, around Moca and San
Francisco de Macoris. This trend was accompanied by extensive peasant
migration. Although exact information is lacking, a class differentiation
clearly occurred within the producing sector, partly reflected in patterns
of migration and choice of crops.r" Tobacco continued to be the princi
pal crop of peasant families in the Santiago region and the western
Cibao. Until the introduction of the more profitable burley tobacco in
the 1960s, it was considered the "poor man's" crop. This characteriza
tion implied that peasant families maintained a certain degree of au
tonomy gradually lost by cocoa producers. Cocoa production initially
guaranteed huge profits, but at the beginning of the twentieth century,
it became increasingly associated with usurious interest rates and ex
tensive debts.

During the last decades of the nineteenth century, when foreign
capital tried to foster capitalist agricultural enterprises in the Cibao,
they generally failed. I suggest two basic reasons for this failure. First of
all, the vital class of small agricultural producers with free access to
land were disinclined to leave their rural dwellings to work as wage
laborers in the enterprises. Although wage labor existed in the region,
workers were not separated from the means of production. For in
stance, they worked in infrastructural projects.r" but such work re
mained a complement to agriculture, which continued to be the basis of
their livelihood. Second, and probably more important, was the resis
tance of the Cibao commercial classes. Urban merchants acclaimed
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every initiative of progress, but their support depended on the share
they got of it. Foreign capitalist plantations typically maintained direct
contact with their home countries, where they sold their products, and
they tried assiduously to monopolize the commercialization of their
products. This approach was unacceptable to the Cibao merchants, and
consequently, commercial interests in the Cibao actively resisted any
attempts to circumvent their services during the modernization of
agriculture .70

In the south, the situation was clearly different. Only a relatively
small peasant sector existed there, forming a subordinate branch of the
economy as a whole. More significant was the near absence of a native
commercial class. In the south, the dominant class (and until the 1870s,
the governing class) was the group of large landholders who lived off
their land. Exporting cattle and wood were purely extractive economic
activities, carried out by semiservile labor. Although land was hardly
commercialized before the sugar industry arrived, a certain monopoli
zation was evident. Peasant groups were confined to their communal
lands (terrenos communales), and their titles to this land were subse
quently proved challengeabler" The modern sugar industry quickly
turned to the "empty" areas of El Seybo, where thousands of dollars
were invested in machinery, housing, and other capital goods. This
new sector transformed San Pedro de Macoris from an insignificant
fishing hamlet into a bustling city. Laborers from all over the Caribbean
arrived, with or without contracts. The transformation was so rapid
that one alarmed official in San Pedro de Macoris complained: "Thou
sands of workers live on the six sugar fincas located in the vicinity of
the city. They come to town on certain days of the week, and the police
are unable to maintain law and order, as is required by moral
decency."72

Other negative social and economic effects of the focus on export
agriculture became apparent to foreign observers as well as to the na
tional government. In 1911 a British diplomat remarked that "the atten
tion bestowed on cocoa has, at least in the Cibao, arrested the develop
ments of other products," and that the "small farmers, who formerly
grew crops for the consumption of their families, are frequently neglect
ing everything for cocoa, and purchasing articles of food, which they
themselves could very well raise.,,73

In the urban centers of the Dominican Republic, food prices
soared sky high from the 1890s onward. Crops that had been abundant
for centuries were virtually disappearing. The governors of Azua and
Santiago wrote worried letters to President Heureaux about the demor
alization and apathy of the rural population in their districts. In 1895
the governor of Puerto Plata complained: "The continuous demand for
laborers by the railroad enterprise has caused great masses of the popu-
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lation of this district to migrate. This has caused such demoralization
and unrest in the rural villages that drunkenness, vagrancy, gambling,
theft, and fighting increase every day."74 Everywhere, groups of men
were seen walking along the roads, looking for work. Expatriate planta
tions had been encouraged along the Dominican coast that produced
sugar and some coffee in the south and cocoa and bananas in the north.
Everyone was talking about el progreso and civilization, but no one really
had any idea what these concepts entailed. Railways and steam loco
motives were obvious heralds of a new age. But did the roaming wage
workers and expatriate control also go along with it? Huge sugar plan
tations with modern steam machinery were signs of progess, but what
about the expropriation of small landholding peasant families and the
shortage of basic foodstuffsj"

The Santo Domingo elite began to realize that in encouraging the
sugar industry, they had welcomed a Trojan horse and that the undesir
able consequences were irreversible. In July 1884, the influential Eco de
la Opinion devoted its lead article "Crisis" to the punishment for lack of
foresight: "No de un solo cultivo viven los pueblos.r" A delegate to the
Congreso Nacional analyzed the situation as follows:

It is certain that the government of the Republic and many others believe that
the sugar ingenios will enrich the country. I do not think so. The sugarcane
ingenios enrich their owners and those who can utilize the hacendados' capital.
I do not share the illusion that the ingenios will make the country any richer.
. . . The progress apparently fostered by the ingenios is fictitious. San Pedro de
Macoris has shown the strongest example of what I now say. And what has
happened in San Pedro de Macoris will repeat itself in every part of the country
where sugar ingenios exist. The first time I visited this capital, I saw in the
surrounding countryside many conucos that provided means of subsistence.
But when the fincas came, showers of gold were expected and there was public
elation. Today all the people who possessed a conuco have sold their land and
transformed themselves into peones of the plantation owners. This has caused
a scarcity of foodstuffs in Macoris that will also occur in Azua. 77

Modernization was not to be a painless process, and it brought
changes and insecurity to the entire population. But the most anxious
were the traditional elite in the Dominican Republic, who feared the
consequences of a process they could not control. In the stronger colo
nial states of the Caribbean, governments had forced the incorporation
of segments of their populations into wage-labor by means of strict va
grancy laws and workbook systems.I" But Dominican authorities were
hardly able to influence the course of events. Often they had to obey
the power of capital, a superior force in a weak state.79 This imbalance
also led to an ambivalent attitude toward the increasing withdrawal of
labor from the agricultural sector. Agricultural work was viewed as the
axis around which society revolved. Although infrastructural work was
applauded, its wage labor was associated with vagrancy and idleness.
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The groups of men traveling through the countryside, drinking and
waiting for work in the ventorillas (the roadside shops), were objects of
disgust and fear.

CONCLUSIONS

As has been shown, two agrarian systems evolved in the Domi
nican Republic at the end of the nineteenth century. In the north, the
production by peasant families-first of tobacco and later of cocoa
constituted the basic pattern, giving rise to a commercial class that
dominated import-export commerce. The south became the center of
large-scale sugarcane plantations that controlled the production, pro
cessing, and commercialization of their product. The implications of
these export agricultural systems extended far beyond the regions of
production itself. The transition to producing cocoa brought about two
kinds of differentiation: social differentiation in withdrawing capital
and land from the tobacco sector, thereby relegating the tobacco pro
ducers to the periphery of the Cibao economy; and geographical differ
entiation in shifting the center of the Cibao from the region around
Santiago to the eastern triangle of La Vega-Moca-San Francisco de
Macoris.

Large-scale cultivation of sugarcane in the south held even wider
implications. In the first place, it ended peasant production of sugar
cane around Azua and Bani, depriving the peasantry of capital and
labor. Second, large-scale cultivation monopolized land resources in the
southern parts of the Republic, causing a food shortage. In the long
run, it also limited Dominican producers' access to land. Finally, the
emergence of capitalist export agriculture in the eastern parts of the
country led to the marginalization and ultimately the underdevelop
ment of the western region. Drained of its labor and deprived of gov
ernment support and capital, the western region could do nothing but
turn to the Haitian market as its sole recourse.

The consequences of this regionally differentiated development
for twentieth-century Dominican history have been complex. In the
present context, it is possible only to suggest some hypotheses about
these effects. No doubt u.S. sugar interests in the southern Dominican
Republic played an important role in the decision to send U.S. marines
in 1916.80 Under the military government, the sugar enterprises were
able to expand their properties on an unprecedented scale. The result
ing dislocation of rural society in the southern part of the Republic
eventually led to resentment and protest by small landholders as well
as the rural elite. In the drier Barahona region, a fierce struggle over
scarce water resources ensued between the Dominican elite and the
aggressive Barahona companyr" In the eastern part, the dislocation
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gave rise to the guerrilla war of the gavilleros, which counted on wide
spread support from the rural population. 82

Reactions clearly differed in the Cibao, where agricultural trans
formation had occurred within existing social structures. The region
experienced no extensive investment of foreign capital and little of the
social and economic dislocations so evident in the south. As a result,
U.S. occupation was initially met by a fairly reserved and pragmatic
response. Only when the military government started to interfere with
the economy of the Cibao by introducing a tax on land did a substantive
anti-U.S. movement come into being.

Regional contrasts may also be helpful in analyzing the Trujillo
dictatorship (1930-1961). I would suggest that the president's initial
support came from the urban middle classes, but above all from the
frustrated and sometimes desperate population of the southern coun
tryside: smallholders and laborers, but also larger landowners who saw
their position threatened by expanding U.S. enterprises.Y

It is significant, however, that although Trujillo was politically
dominant, he never succeeded in establishing a decisive hold over the
northern economy. The clearest example was his abortive attempt to
establish a tobacco monopoly in 1934. The economic strength of the
Santiago elite (and possibly its European contacts) forestalled too much
interference from even as powerful a dictator as Trujillo. Such observa
tions suggest that the different forms of agricultural transformation oc
curring in the late nineteenth century offer a crucial starting point for
analyzing the history of the Dominican Republic in the twentieth
century.
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